How improving a well review process led a
major Oil & Gas producer to a long term
commitment to visual analytics
What started from a desire to create a more efficient well review process
has delivered far greater benefits for a major Oil & Gas producer’s Canadian
operations. Over the last four years the company has built a cultural
commitment to visual analytics that streamlines and strengthens its
employees’ work in everything from operations to IT. Here’s the story of
their analytics journey.

The Challenge

The Approach

The problem was simple enough. A major Oil & Gas producer
was looking to facilitate a fully-integrated well review process
for its Canadian operations that incorporated both financial
and production data. Like many organizations that hadn’t fully
embraced analytics, their existing review processes were
burdensome. Assembling all the data for a well review in Excel
used to take three engineers approximately 3.5 days. That
process was a significant and regular time drain that drew
them away from other important work.

The Verdazo Analytics team worked closely with the producer
to define an integrated well review process. In particular,
the producer was able to leverage VERDAZO’s pre-built
configurations, charts and workflows that enable fast timeto-value for new users of the software. The results of the
new review process were remarkable. When viewed through
a lens that took in all 24 well reviews the company completed
each year, they were able to save time that exceeded
$175,000 annually in costs along with freeing up engineers
to focus on other critical tasks. That was only part of the value,
though. The company became increasingly collaborative and
proactive around well optimization decisions.

Operations management was aware of the VERDAZO
product (then known as VISAGE), the Verdazo team’s
expertise in industry best practices and the software’s ability
to integrate multiple data sources. A decision was made
implement the VERDAZO software as part of a streamlined
well review process.
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While the impacts of that single project were undeniable,
it was only the start of the company’s engagement with
analytics. The success of the pilot project opened up
opportunities for the producer to utilize VERDAZO for
more sophisticated targeted analytics in other areas of the
company. The tool became more widely available and created
other opportunities for efficiencies in the business.
In one notable case, a Reservoir Engineer developed an
innovative project comparing theoretical liquid yields to
actual liquid sales to identify disconnects, effectively using
VERDAZO as an auditing tool. The results to date: recovery
of more than $100,000 in missed payments, newfound
efficiencies in their billing systems which improved cash flow,
and an ongoing reassessment of their completion strategy
that could help them to capture millions of dollars of liquids
previously left in the reservoir.

“ Anyone with access to the software
can better determine how to
solve problems and support their
arguments with data-driven
insights. We assess, we decide and
we measure with more certainty
and better results than ever before.
That’s incredibly powerful.”
–Reservoir Engineer

The Impact
What started as a simple project has delivered far more. Four
years after that initial well review, the producer has partnered
with Verdazo Analytics to make a long term commitment to
visual analytics in its business. In fact, analytics-based decision
making has been embedded in the culture of the company.
Whether it’s public, financial or production data, or a project
that incorporates inputs from all three, employees now have
the ability to save time and money, to optimize and align their
work with other areas of the organization and to make better
decisions. The impact stretches from operators and engineers
who can gather key insights quickly and consistently, to the
IT department, which is seeing a reduction in information
delivery costs.
“This analytics-driven approach to decision-making is
empowering employees across the organization,” said one
Reservoir Engineer.

“ The software I value most is one
which is both prized by frontline
business users and that streamlines
information delivery costs.
VERDAZO checks both of those
boxes for us.”
– Manager of IT

Verdazo Analytics helps companies make smarter, faster decisions. VERDAZO software reveals the hidden insights in complex data through visual analysis
tools, pre-built templates, custom reports and our dynamic discovery analytics workflows. Business users will be doing effective analysis on nearly any data source
within minutes of getting set up. Verdazo Analytics: the leader in discovery analytics software for the Oil & Gas industry. Learn more at www.verdazo.com.
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